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THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I have 
some names before me. Shri Vithalbhai 
Patel. 
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The  Ministry   of   Water      Resources, 

Government of India,  hereby  constitutes 

a 5-member group to continue discussion 

initiated during the end of June 1993, on 

all issues related with the Sardar Sarovar 

Project. 

 

 
The Ministry of Water Resources, 

Government of India, hereby constitutes 
a 5-member group to continue the review 
discussion initiated during end of June, 
1993, on all issues related with the 
Sardar Sarovar Project. 

 

 

 

There is no danger anticipated to the 
project. 

'There is no danger to this Project'. 
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SHRI    MADHAVSINH SOLANKI 
(Gujarat): Madam Deputy Chairman, the so   
memoranda   annexed   with   the   state- mem 
of the  hon. Minister are dated  3rd 
August  and  5th August.   In  both the  an- 
nexurcs   it   is  stated;   "To   continue     the 
review   discussions   initiated   during    the 
end   of  June   1993   on   all   issues   related 
with   the      Sardar      Sarovar   Project. 
Sadam,  this  appears to be  naive  or  too 
Mischievous.  What  are the  issues?  None 
of the issues are mentioned in either    of 
the  memoranda. Actually, on what issues 
is  this, Group.,    going to  consider       and 
continue   the   review      discussions?   What 
is   to   be  reviewed.    What  transpired   in 
the   prist?  So,   I  have     to  put   a   simple 
question to the hon.  Minister whether all 
issues   related      to   the   Sardar      Sarovar 
Project,  as mentioned in the Government 
of  India  Order  dated  5th  August.   1993, 
re   concerning   the   issues   pertaining   to 
-ettlement   and   rehabilitation   of       the 
project-affected   people  only,  or  they are 
related   to   the      matters   covicerning   the 
original   award   given   by  the  Tribunal. 

 
Five Member Group to continue dis- 

cussions initiated during the end of June, 
1993 OM all issues related to. . ." 
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THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF PERSONNEL, PUBLIC 
GRIEVANCES AND PENSIONS WITH 
ADDITIONAL CHARGE  OF THE 
MINISTER OF STATE IN THE MIN- 
ISTRY OF PARLIAMENTARY AF- 
FAIRS (SHRIMATI MARGARET 
ALVA): The CPI (M) has gone to the 
World  Bank. 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY (Pondi- 
cherry): The World Bank lobby is work- 
ing there. 

SHRIMATI SARALA MAHESH- 

WARI: That is why I said that it may 

be used as an environmental pressure 

aeains:'        the developing     -    world. 
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THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order, 
order  in the  House, please. 

SHRIMATI SARALA MAHESH- 
WARI; Let me ask my question and 
let the Minister explain. I do not under- 
stand why     you   are  explaining. 

SHRI M. A. BABY (Kerala); Madam, 

the  lady Member  should be protected. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I am 
protecting her, but I want to remind her 
of one thing: If you go through the re- 
cord of last week, a Member of Parlia- 
ment from that area, Mr. Rathwa, said 
that his own family had been affected by 
this. He said categorically that they are 
•satisfied with whatever the Government 
is doing and that everyone who had land 
and everyone who did not have land, 
would be given land. You see the record. 

 

. . . {Interruptions) .., 

SHRIMATI SARALA MAHESHWARI: 
Madam, what is this 

SHRI M. A. BABY: If everything had 
been fine, I don't think so many people 
will come forward to go ahead with the 
agitation.. .   {Interruptions) 

IHE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN; Let    us 
stop agitation here avid finish it off. 

 

SHRI P. UPENDRA (Andhra Pra- 
desh): Madam, are we having a full de- 
bate on this? 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I am 
not allowing a debate on it please. You 
put a question, and the Mantriji will reply 
to it. 
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THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now I 
cannot permit you any more bhashan. 
Please sit down. Enough is enough. I 
know it is not a discussion. You should 
have put a question. I am not concern- 
ed with what the Government is saying, 
what it is not saying and what others 
are saying. You put your question. Other- 
wise, I am calling other persons.... (In- 
terruptions) No. I am sorry, I have to 
stop  it somewhere. No, I cannot. 

SHRI ML A. BABY: Now only a 
question. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I am 
not  allowing any  question. 

,.. (.Interruptions) 

 

SHRI CHIMANBHAI MEHTA (Guja- 
rat): Madam, when the Ministry has 
permitted a review of all aspects, I 
would lite to ask straight questions. Is 
it not a violation of the Narmada Tribu 
nal Award? What is the use of the Panel 
Report when the Gujarat Government 
has totally boycotted it? Would you file 
a report without taking any action on the 
Panel Report? In that case, why don't 
you scrap it? My last point is; What is 
the difference between the statement 
that the hon. Minister has made today 
and the original statement? I find a little 
difference between the two. Let him ex- 
plain what is the difference? 

SHRI DINESHBHAI TRIVEDI (Guja- 
rat): Many questions arise, but I would 
ask only one question. When I ask this 
question I am Hot questioning the wisdom 
of the hon. Minister, but there is some 
kind of an agitation in the minds of the 
people that on what basis this particular 
committee of five members has been con- 
stituted? The reason why I ask is that 
there are niembers—I should not name—i 
who have already expressed their views 
by various articles against the Narmada 
project. So, the apprehension is that be- 
fore sitting in judgment their views are 
biased. Maybe, this is an opportunity 
for you to clarify on what basis you 
have constituted this committee, 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. 
Jagesh Desai, do you also want to ask 
questions? Are you for or  against? 

SHRI JAGESH DESAI (Maharahstra): 
Madam, I am also very much interested 
in the develpoopment  of the country. 

There is no question of its review at 
all, but what I find is that there are many 
countries who do not want a strong India. 
Leftist friends do not understand it. I 
am  very  sorry   about that. 
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SHRI SUKOMAL SEN (West Ben- 
gal): Nobody opposed it for the sake of 
opposing. Some questions have beete 
raised.  (Interruptions) 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: No. You 
don't have to give reasons. She is very 
capable to protect herself.  (Interruptions) 

SHRI JAGESH DESAI; We should not 
fall into their trap. If this project is 
successfully completed, this country will 
have no food problem. In fact, we will 
be able to export foodgrains. Many 
countries—European, American and other 
countries—do not wa'nt that this country 
should expert foodgrains. That is why 
through 'heir help this kind of an agita- 
tion has started. I am very sorry to say 
that. Our Minister has assured that even 
if funds are not received from the Worid 
Bank, we should not mind. We shall go 
ahead and we shall find our own resour- 
ces. I am very thankful to him. At the 
same time I would like the hon. Minister 
to see that these foreiun hands do not 
destroy our country. We should not fall 
a prey to them. As such the questniu 
of review does not arise. As far as the 
question of rehabilitation is concerned, 
yes, we must all help to see that they get 
their due share of rehabilitation and no- 
body should feel any difficult. But let my 
leftist friends understand that while they 
are always talking about pressures from 
the World Bank and the IMF, here why 
are they opposing? I am very sorry about 
that. Let us not play into their hands 
and let this project proceed as envisaged. 
If any change is to be done, let it be 
done at the appropriate stage. Otherwise, 
there is no cause for review at all. I am 
sure the Minister will take these views 
into account 
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